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Game Summary:
This game is an action RPG third-person shooter with elements of real-time strategy.

Story:
The story is set in the distant future, where one leader leads the planet’s empire. It follows
the young man (Casidus) on a journey of revenge as he seeks out the Eclipse Saber, a
weapon with unlimited power.

After his village is destroyed and his planet taken over by the Durant Empire, Casidus
escapes with his younger sister(Samera), vowing to stop the Durant Empire’s lust for
galactic conquest.

This excerpt depicts the chapter of the Traitor's Journey. Casidus has spent years in
confrontations with the Durant Empire. Unable to obtain a complete victory or acquire the
Eclipse Saber, Casidus and Samera are joined by other skilled warriors. The party has
gathered intel on the weapon’s whereabouts and plans to travel to the barren planet.

Characters

Casidus Dreadnaught: A Rebel Leader
Samera Light-Drifter: Casidus’ sister and a machine whisperer

Waylen The Hunter: The Bounty Hunter
Quinn: Waylen’s Cousin

Garren The Immovable: Retired War General
Phoenix The Mover: The Planet Procurer

Script

Casidus, along with his sister Samera and fellow recruits Garren and Waylen, discover the
location of the Eclipse Saber. A weapon said to have the power to turn the tides of the
galactic war.

There is 1 hour left for the group to leave the planet Creete. 1 hour left for Waylen to see
his family he’s been running from for a decade.

Choices:
1. Go see Waylen’s family
2. Proceed with Mission
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Choice 1: Go see Waylen’s family.

Casidus
Waylen. Now’s a good time for you to see your family. What’s holding you back?

Waylen
Nah, it’s nothing. Not important at all. Let’s just go.

Samera
Why not? You’ll never get a chance to see them again. Plus, I would like to see this family

you’ve been hiding from us.

Waylen rubs the back of his messy golden locks, seemingly adverse to the idea. When his
eyes open, Samera stares at him with intrigue.

Waylen
Ok. Ok. You don’t have to look at me like that. Let’s make it quick. My family is a rowdy

bunch.

>> Branch 1.

Choice 2: Proceed with the Mission toward the planet Asabos

Samera
I wish we had time to visit your family.

Waylen
No big deal. We have bigger things to worry about.

Casidus
We still need to prepare the ship. We only need two of us here, if you want to go.

Waylen
No, no. Let’s get this show on the road. Ok?

>>Branch 2.

>> Branch 1
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Casidus and Samera join Waylen on his Wave Rider. The aircraft sat only three people,
which was perfect for light traveling.

In the distance is a dismal farm. There was a long barn house, with a windmill out front.
Behind the house was an array of giant greenhouses.

Waylen lands his craft just outside the house.

Casidus
What exactly does your family do? There is shit out here.

Waylen
They grow sugar cane. Some of the best sugar cane in the galaxy.

Samera
Out here?

A big burly man walks out of the barnhouse.

Waylen
There he is.

Waylen shuts off power to the waverider and the group disembarks.

Waylen
Quinn!

Quinn
The bastard finally decides to show up after all these years. Come here, little cousin.

Waylen and Quinn give each other a hug. The two separate and Quinn lands a huge right
hook across Quinn’s face. Waylen keeps his balance and smiles.

Quinn
That’s for dodging everyone for the last 10 years.

Choices:
1. Wait and see
2. Hurry to Waylen’s side.
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Choice 1:Wait and See

Waylen
I deserved that.

Quinn
It’s good seeing you, Waylen.

Waylen
Tell that to your right hand.

Casidus and Samera slowly approach, catching Quinn’s eye. Waylen turns to his cohorts.

>>

Choice 2: Hurry to Waylen’s side.

Casidus reaches for his blaster. Samera runs to Waylen’s side and comforts him.

Waylen
Wait! Wait! It’s all good. I deserved it.

Quinn
Yeah you did. But, it’s good seeing you, Waylen.

Casidus puts his blaster away.

Casidus
That’s one hell of a hello.

Waylen
Well, we’ve always been like that. Right, Quinn?

Quinn
(sarcastically) Right.

>>
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Waylen
This is Casidus and Samera. Brother and sister.

Quinn shakes Casidus’ hand followed by Samera.

Casidus
Good meeting yah.

Samera
It’s a pleasure.

Quinn
Pleasure to meet you two. Not sure why yall are running around with this sorry ass, but it

can’t be good.

Waylen
We can’t get into much. You know, the less you know…

Quinn
Yeah, Yeah. The better.

Waylen
Right. We were just in town. I thought I’d come see you all.

Quinn
Mostly everyone is at work. Some in the greenhouse, the others distributing sugar cane to

our clients.

Waylen
So, business is good.

Quinn
It’s good. Why don’t you take your friends to take a look at the greenhouse?

Samera
We’d love to.

Casidus
You guys go ahead.
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Waylen and Samera leave to check out the greenhouse. Waylen looks over his shoulder at
Casidus. Casidus waves back. Waylen nods and he and Samera head towards the
greenhouse.

Quinn
Must be pretty nerve racking with him as your companion.

Casidus
He’s grown on us.

Quinn
That’s a surprise.

Casidus
Why?

Quinn
I’m going to be straight with you. I love Waylen as family, but I never trusted him. Even as
kids Waylen used to scurry off to avoid getting punished with the rest of us. Turns out he
would snitch to get himself out of trouble. I’m sure it was hard for him growing up being

abandoned by his parents, but some things you always remember.

Casidus
So what was it that has you telling me this? I’m sure you’re not holding a grudge since you

were kids.

Quinn
That Waylen… He stole from my dad, his uncle to get off this planet. My dad needed that
money to invest in growing spices. My dad struggled, but we managed. Then 7 years

later, Waylen shows up with a bunch of money.
My dad didn’t want it and could never forgive Waylen. I took the money for him. When my

dad passed, I took Waylen’s advice to grow sugar cane. This farm has sustained the
family for the last 10 years.

Casidus
Sounds like a tough life you all had to live.

Quinn
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Yeah. Waylen more than made up for what he did, but I’ll never forget the lengths he’ll go
for something that he wants.

Waylen and Samera emerge from the greenhouse. They walk over to rejoin the group.

Choices:
1. Observe.
2. Hurry things along.

Choice 1: Observe.

Waylen
Hope my cousin didn’t tell you any embarrassing stories.

Casidus
No. Just how you came through for the family. It’s good to have people who’ll look out for

you around.

Samera
Quinn you have an amazing farm.

Quinn
Thanks. Are you sure you don’t have time for dinner? I make a mean carrot pie.

Waylen
No, we gotta fly. Good seeing you Quinn.

Quinn
Yeah take care of yourself.

>>

Choice 2: Hurry things along.
Casidus

Bout time you got back.

Samera
Stop rushing, Casidus. You can still have a good time every now and then.
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Casidus
Hopefully not too good of a time.

Casidus stares down Waylen.

Waylen
Nothing happened. I just showed your sister some good things.

Waylen pats Casidus on the shoulder. Casidus’ eyes squint.

Samera
Calm down bro. Nothing happened.

Casidus
Get on the ship, and let’s go.

>>

>> Branch 1 end.

>> Branch 2

Waylen helps rebel soldiers pack equipment onto the ship. Casidus and Samera head to
the bridge of their ship to enter the destination for Asabos.

Casidus
Ok, sis. This is it. The last planet before the big mission.

Samera
(wistfully) Yeah…

Casidus
What’s up?

Samera
I feel for Waylen. To be so close to family and not be able to see them…

Choices:
1. Joke about having feelings for Waylen.
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2. Focus on the mission.

Choice 1: Joke about having feelings for Waylen

Casidus
I didn’t think he was the type you’d fall for.

Samera
What? No. I just thought about if we had the same chance as Waylen does now. I’d take it.

Casidus
Not everyone is close to their family. If he wants to go. He can go. He’s a big boy.

Samera
I know but…

Casidus
We should focus on the mission. Then we can all go back to our families.

Samera
Right. Setting a course to Asabos.

>>

Choice 2: Focus on the mission.

Casidus
When this mission is over, we can all go see our families.

Samera
We can die on this mission! Don’t you think now is the best time for some of them to find

happiness before we go risking our lives.

Casidus
He’s a big boy. He can make his own decisions.

Samera
Wow, Casidus. You can be cold sometimes.
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Casidus
Get your head in the game, sis! If we don’t do this mission, none of us are going to be able

to have a life.

Samera
The mission. The mission. That’s all you talk about.

Casidus
That’s not true…

Samera
(snobbishly)Setting a course to Asabos.

>>

After uploading the coordinates to Asabos, Casidus heads to the cargo hold to help finish
loading supplies onto the ship.

Waylen walks up to the cargo ramp, appearing distraught.

Casidus
You good?

Waylen
Oh yeah. It’s nothing. Just nervous about having everything we need.

Casidus
Same. Did you see your family?

Waylen
Nah, I just gave them a call. They understand. I haven’t been home for a while. So they

weren’t expecting me anyway.

Waylen enters the ship, while Casidus assists in loading the ship with the remaining
supplies.

A few minutes after finishing loading the ship, Casidus returns to the bridge and
overhears the conversation between Samera and Waylen.
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Waylen
When this is over you want to come with me? There’s an entire side of the galaxy for you

to see. The side where you’re not hiding in the slums or in fear for your life.

Samera
I don’t know… To leave Casidus’ side after all we’ve been through. We have a lot of

rebuilding to do when this is over.

Waylen
At some point in time, you need to live your own life. Free to do your own things. Free of

revenge.

Waylen gets close to Samera and gently places a hand on her face.

Choices:
1. Interrupt casually.
2. Suprisingly interrupt.

Choice 1: Interrupt casually

Casidus knocks on the bridge door frame and clears his throat.

Samera
Casidus?

Samera and Waylen separate and appear flustered. Waylen brushes the back of his head.

Casidus
What’s going on here?

Samera
None of your business.

Waylen
I’m going to go.

Casidus
You should.
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Waylen leaves the bridge

Samera
How much did you hear?

Casidus
Not much. Just saw you two about to kiss. Just wanted to make sure that he wasn’t

trying to put the moves on you. With you not liking him and all.

Samera
Everything is ready. So let’s get on with the mission.

Casidus
Whatever you say.

>>

Choice 2: Surprise them

Casidus storms into the room.

Casidus
Hey! Everything is good to go. Oh, what are you two doing here?

Samera and Waylen separate and appear flustered. Waylen brushes the back of his head.

Samera
Nothing.

Casidus
Oh, ok. Thought you were making moves on my sister for a second.

Waylen
I was actually just leaving.

Waylen leaves.

Casidus
What’s up with him?
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Samera
Don’t worry about it. You said everything was ready, so let’s get a move on it.

Casidus
Whatever you say.

>>

After riding their ship for a few hours, Casidus, Samera, and Waylen are joined by Garren
on Waylen’s Waverider. Connected to the Waverider was Casidus’ Drifter. They detach
from the main ship and fly off to the sand planet of Asabos.

Surrounded by a violent whirlpool of sand, the top of the sand temple is visible. The group
lands outside of the sandy whirlpool and disembark.

Samera
This is insane.

Garren
How the hell are we going to get down there?

Sand spews from the whirlpool. The remains of stone and machinery swirl around the
temple.

Waylen
We’re not getting through all of that sand without special equipment. I know a guy that

can help. He owes me one. I can have him here in about four hours.

Casidus
Would have been good to know we’d run into a sea of sand to get the saber.

Samera
I’ll try to locate it.

Samera uses her power to communicate with machinery, triggering the activation of the
Eclipse Saber. A beacon of light shoots from the top of the temple.

Casidus
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Of course, it’s at the top of the temple.

Samera
So what do we do?

Choices:

1. Retrieve the Eclipse Saber.
2. Wait for Waylen’s contact.

Choice 1: Retrieve the Eclipse Saber

Casidus
Simple enough. I’ll just go down in my Drifter.

Samera
You can’t! That’s way too dangerous.

Casidus
We don’t have time to wait. We don’t even know for sure Waylen’s friend can even get us

down there.

Garren
Casidus, you’re being too rash. We should weigh our options.

Casidus returns to the Waverider and boards his Drifter.

Casidus
I’m going.

Casidus walks his giant mech to the edge of the whirlpool.

Choices:
1. Use your instinct.
2. Proceed with caution

Choice 1: Use your instinct.
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Casidus leaps into the whirlpool in his Drifter. He allows the waves to carry him deeper
into the center of the shifting sands. Casidus feels the irregular movement within the
sand and dodges the explosions.

Choice 2: Proceed with caution

Casidus leaps into the whirlpool in his Drifter. He carefully waits, avoiding all of the debris.
An explosion of sand rocks his machine. Objects slam into the machine until Casidus
regains stability.

Casidus stops forcing his way down the whirlpool and instead allows the sand to take
him around the hole.

>>

Casidus lands his Drifter on the edge of the temple and climbs the rest of the way.
Samera reaches out to Casidus over their communicators.

Samera
You don’t have much time. The tide will change soon, and the sand will suck you in.

Casidus
Thanks for the heads up.

Casidus reaches the top of the temple and faces a small machine. Within the machine
was a levitating sword. Casidus pulls the sword from the glowing light, causing the
beacon to dissipate.

Casidus
I got it. I’m heading back up.

>>1

Choice 2:Wait for Waylen’s contact.

Casidus
We don’t have four hours, but… Are you sure your friend can help?

Waylen
I can try to convince him to put a rush on it. Cross your fingers.
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Waylen steps away and makes the call on his Waverider. The group sets up camp.
Anything was better than trying to navigate down the rushing pit of sand.

Choices:

1. Trust in Waylen.
2. Bring up suspicion on Waylen (Only available if you visited his family).

Choice 1: Trust Waylen.

Samera
Aren’t you glad we brough Waylen with us?

Casidus
Yeah. He’s gotten us out of some tight places.

Garren
Yeah, he’s a bit rough around the edges. All I can think of now is what do we do after the

war is over.

Casidus
We’re not out of the clear just yet.

Samera
I’d like to travel and see the other side of the galaxy.

Casidus looks at Samera with sullen eyes.

Garren
I’m going to go have a bunch of kids. Like 9 or 10 of them.

Samera
You gotta find a wife first.

Garren
Who needs a wife? I just need someone that I can come home to visit after traveling

around the galaxy.
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Casidus
I’m sure we’ll all find something. That’s why we’re fighting right?

Samera and Garren
Right!

>>

Choice 2: Bring up suspicion on Waylen.

Garren
Man, that Waylen. He’s really resourceful.

Casidus
Yeah. Maybe a little too resourceful.

Samera
What are you trying to say? We can trust him.

Silence.

Garren
What’s wrong, Casidus?

Casidus
Waylen is able to navigate this world a little too easy. That’s impossible. At least not

without getting your hands dirty. I’m talking about deep to the core kind of dirt.

Samera
You don’t know him enough to say that. So lay off the accusations.

Casidus
No! You need to wake up. What exactly does he benefit from helping us? If he’s the great
person you seem to claim he is, then helping us can only endanger him more. A selfish

man like him would do anything to avoid that.

Garren adjusts the missile launcher on his back. His silence was more than enough
acknowledgment to Casidus’ assumptions.
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>>2

Waylen returns to the camp.

Waylen
Good news! My friend says he can be here in less than an hour.

Garren
How’d you manage that?

Waylen
The guy got his hands on some new tech. He should be able to warp here in no time.

Casidus
And no one can track him?

Waylen
Guy has some new stealth device. It should come in handy when we hit the empire.

>>

45 minutes pass and a ship breaks through the atmosphere. It descends on their
location.

Samera
Wait isn’t that our ship?

Waylen
Should be. Guess I didn’t tell you. They didn’t want to risk their own ship, so we’re going to

have to face the danger ourselves.

The ship parks next to Waylen’s Waverider. The cargo door opens up and spits out a
legion of Darant troops. The troops were led by none other than “The Mover”.

The Mover
Looks like we’ve finally caught up to those pesky rats. Restrain them.

Before Casidus could draw his weapon, Waylen points his blaster at him. Darant troops
surround them. The rest of Casidus’ crew is pushed out from the ship at gunpoint.
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Garren
Waylen, you piece of shit, traitor.

Waylen
Sorry, but this is reality. It’s just how things are. No hard feelings.

Samera
But, why? I thought you wanted to help!

Waylen
It’s just to dangerous to side with Rebels. And not really affordable.

The Mover
No words from your leader.

Samera
Casidus. I’m sorry.

The Mover
Put them to their knees.

The Durant troops shove, bash, and beat Casidus and his crew until they fall to their
knees.

Phoenix
What’s it going to be Casidus, you or the saber?

Choices:

1. Stall
2. Self Sacrifice
3. Reveal the location of the Eclipse Saber
4. Relinquish the Eclipse Saber

Choice 1: Stall

Phoenix
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So, where is it?

Casidus
Your dog didn’t tell you where it was?

Phoenix
(laughs) You’re funny Casidus.

Waylen
Just tell him where it is. You’re not some savior. You’re just a man.

Casidus
And you’re not even a man.

Phoenix smashes his cane into the side of Casidus’ head.

Phoenix
Your mouth is moving, but you’re not telling me what I want. I never! Ask twice.

Phoenix pulls a blaster from one of the soldiers and shoots Garren in the head. Casidus
and his crew is left demoralized. Casidus looks around at his crew.

Phoenix
I can continue.

Before Phoenix could fire his weapon, Samera uses her gift to speak to Casidus’ Drifter.
The Drifter flies and rams into Phoenix. The mech fires bullets into the Durant troops.

Casidus pulls out his blasters. The game switches to a third person action shooter.
Casidus and his crew battle against Phoenix and the Durant troops.

>>

Alternate: Choice 2: Self Sacrifice

Casidus
…
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Phoenix pulls a blaster from one of the soldiers and shoots Garren in the head. Casidus
and his crew is left demoralized. Casidus looks around at his crew.

Casidus
So if I kill myself, you’ll let everyone else go?

Phoenix
Hmm… The last hope for the galaxy is slain by the only object that can stop the Empire.

Sounds like a poetic end to a pathetic resistance.

Phoenix thinks for a moment.

Phoenix
It’s a deal. Let this serve as a reminder that resisting the Empire is impossible.

Samera
Casidus don’t!

Casidus removes the Eclipse Saber from its cloth and turns it on himself.

Waylen
Don’t worry about your sister. I’ll take care of her.

Casidus plunges the sword into his chest. Blood spurts from his mouth and Casidus
slowly falls over. Blood slowly coats the glistening blade.

Phoenix
Wow. He actually did it. Ok, kill the rest of them.

Waylen
But you said…

Phoenix fires his blaster at Waylen’s chest.

Suddenly, a blast of light explodes from Casidus. When the light clears, Casidus
illuminates with a pulsating azure glow.

Phoenix
It can’t be.
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Samera uses her gift to speak to Casidus’ Drifter. The Drifter flies and rams into Phoenix
and the mech fires bullets into the Durant troops.

Casidus tightens his grip around the Eclipse Saber. The game switches to a third person
action shooter. Casidus and his crew battle against Phoenix and the Durant troops.

>>

Choice 3: Reveal the location of the Eclipse Saber

Casidus
…

Phoenix pulls a blaster from one of the soldiers and shoots Garren in the head. Casidus
and his crew is left demoralized. Casidus looks around at his crew.

Phoenix
I can continue.

Phoenix points the blaster at Samera.

Casidus
Wait!

Phoenix removes his blaster from Samera’s head.

Phoenix
Go on.

Casidus
It’s down there in the whirlpool of sand. It should be in the temple.

Phoenix
Was that so hard.

Casidus
Let everyone go.
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Phoenix
Let everyon go. Please!

Casidus
Please.

Phoenix
Ok.

Phoenix routinely shoots Casidus’ crew until it is just Casidus and Samera. Phoenix aims
the blaster at Samera.

Waylen
Wait, you said you’d spare her.

Phoenix
Right. I did say that.

Phoenix fires his blaster at Casidus. Killing him. Samera is taken captive by the Durant
troops, unable to cry due to shock.

>>

Choice 4: Relinquish the Eclipse Saber

Casidus
…

Phoenix pulls a blaster from one of the soldiers and shoots Garren in the head. Casidus
and his crew is left demoralized. Casidus looks around at his crew.

Phoenix
I can continue.

Phoenix points the blaster at Samera.

Casidus
Wait!
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Phoenix removes his blaster from Samera’s head.

Phoenix
Go on.

Casidus
It’s here.

Casidus unravels a large cloth, revealing the Eclipse Saber and its glow.

Phoenix
Was that so hard.

Casidus
Let everyone go.

Phoenix
Let everyon go. Please!

Casidus
Please.

Phoenix
Ok.

Phoenix routinely shoots Casidus’ crew until it is just Casidus and Samera. Phoenix aims
the blaster at Samera.

Waylen
Wait, you said you’d spare her.

Phoenix
Right. I did say that.

Phoenix shoots Waylen in the chest.

Phoenix
You said you’d help me get the Eclipse Saber. But dear Casidus brought it to me.
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Waylen dies. His eyes frozen wide open.

Phoenix
Now. Thank you Casidus and you’re welcome. You got to see this traitor die. The

revolution dies with you.

Phoenix shoots Samera then Casidus.

>>


